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THE CAPITALIZATION OF PUBLIC

INVESTMENTS:

TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENT POLICY

Alex Anas

ABSTRACT

A model which endogenously determines travel and location demands, hous-

ing rental decisions and vacancies, and spatial equilibrium rents given a

predetermined spatial distribution of employment and housing stock is

developed.

The demand side is a nested multinominal logit model of joint residential

location, dwelling, and commuting mode choice consistent with stochastic

utility maximization. The supply side is a binary logit model of the decision

to offer a dwelling for rent or keep it vacant consistent with stochastic profit

maximization.

An aggregated form of the model is estimated using maximum likelihood

econometrics and the 1970 transportation census data for Chicago. Prototype

policy simulations with the estimated model are performed for the Chicago
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60 ALEX ANAS

SMSA. The policy simulations deal with the impact of three proposed rail

transit systems on equilibrium housing rent changes and the potential for

raising part of the total cost of new rapid transit projects by placing an

incremental tax on housing and thus taxing away the net appreciation in values.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nearly all public investments have major capitalization effects in the sur-

rounding real estate market. The price of vacant land and buildings situated

near such investments can increase or decrease depending on the type of

investment.

Calculating the change in aggregate real estate values created by an

investment amounts to estimating the producer surplus change created by

that investment. The producer surplus change is as important a part of total

benefits as the consumer surplus (or utility) change. No cost-benefit analysis

of a public investment project can be complete without a proper accounting

of these capitalization effects.

In some cases, increases in real estate values induced by a public invest-

ment can become the basis for appropriate incremental property taxes aimed

at capturing the increased values and using these tax revenues to finance

part of the investment's cost.

A case in point is transportation investment policy. These investments

impact real estate values over large areas in a metropolis and can induce

substantial mobility, adjustment, and reequilibration in the market for land

and buildings. Therefore, models for estimating the impact of transportation

systems on property values and housing prices in particular must simulate

demand- and supply-side preferences in the housing market and the

equilibration process which matches demand and supply.

In recent years the application of stochastic utility maximizing multi-

nomial logit models to the problem of residential location and rental housing

has been pursued by Quigley (1976), Lerman (1977), and Anas (1981).

Theoretical aspects of the multinomial logit, nested logit, and generalized

extreme value models have been explored by McFadden (1978). While the

above contributions deal with the econometrics of demand estimation,

papers by Anas (1979, 1980) and Anas and Lee (1981) have focused on the

interaction of residential location demand and housing supply in a tdtonne-

ment process in which housing rents respond to excess demands and are

readjusted until the market is cleared.

The purpose of this paper is to develop, estimate, and apply to policy

analysis a model of spatial price equilibrium in rental housing markets.

This model takes the spatial distribution of employment and the housing

stock as given and endogenously determines the travel and location demands

of households and the housing rental decisions of landlords. To put it
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another way, equilibrium mode choices and the equilibrium allocation of

households to dwellings are simultaneously determined.

The second section of the paper develops the demand side as a nested

multinomial logit model ofjoint residential location, dwelling, and commut-

ing mode choice consistent with stochastic utility maximization. The supply

side is a binary choice model of the landlord's decision to offer the dwelling

for rent or keep it vacant, consistent with stochastic profit maximization.

In the third section the existence, uniqueness, and stability of a Walrasian

equilibrium based on the demand and supply sides of Section II is proved.

In section IV, aggregated forms of the models developed in Section II

are proposed and estimated from 1970 census data for the Chicago SMSA.
Section V applies the estimated model to the equilibrium analysis of

multimodal urban transportation policy for the Chicago SMSA, again using

the 1970 census data. The specific policy question examined in this section

is whether heavy rail projects proposed for Chicago's southwest corridor

can be partly financed via an incremental special assessment tax on housing,

an approach called "value capture policy" (see Sharpe, 1974). We show

that 14 to 18 percent of the capital and operating costs of the heavy rail

projects can be raised by taxing housing value increases within a corridor

(special tax assessment district) surrounding the transit projects.

II. DEMAND- AND SUPPLY-SIDE MODELS:
STOCHASTIC UTILITY AND PROFIT MAXIMIZATION

Let the metropolitan area consist of i = 1, . .
.

, I residential zones, and let

each zone have k = 1, . .
. , Sj rental dwellings. Let there be h = 1, . .

.
, H

household segments, each household segment being identified by a specific

workplace, and for simplicity, assume each household to have one employed

member. The number of households in segment h are N*". For each household

to be assured of a dwelling, it must be true that Xh N*' ^ Xi Si, namely, that

the number of dwellings must be sufficient (some vacancies will normally

exist). Let m= 1, . .
. ,

Mj" be the number of travel modes available to

employees of segment h seeking to commute to zone i from the particular

workplace of segment h.

The demand-side problem is one of utility maximization: Each household

must choose the most preferred dwelling. Suppose that the utility function

of a household in segment h is

Ur^k^Ur + UL + Ur^. + eU, (1)

where Ul" is the part of strict utility which depends on zone only; \J\'„ is

the part of strict utility which depends on zone i and commuting mode m;

and V^mk is the part of strict utility which depends on zone i, mode m, and
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dwelling k. Finally, E^^y, is the part of utility which is random and varies

from household to household within segment h and for each (i, m, k).

The separability of the utility function shown in (1) and the assumption

of utility maximization implies that we can compute Pllnk, the probability

that a household of segment h will choose zone i, mode m, and dwelling

k, as

Pimk = Prob [ijtk > U'np, V (j,n,p) ^ {i,m,k)]. (2)

Because of the separability of utility, the assumption that the random terms

ei'mk are distributed according to the generalized extreme value distribution

implies that the following logistic model is consistent with utility maximiz-

ation:

Ph ph ph ph /T'v
imk — "i "m/i "k/im ,

\J

)

where

H exp[UL,/(l-S^)]

^^""^ZfL,exp[UL/(l-5^)]'
k=l,...,S„eachO,m), (4)

ph _
"m/i —

exp{[Ul;, + (l-8'')KL]/(l-cT^)}

exp {[Vt + (1 - 6^)Kr„]/(l - a'')}

'

m = 1, . .
. , m!", each i with

(5)

Kfn = log I exp (6)
s = l

1—0
and

with

exp{Ur + [(l-S'-)/(l-a'')]J!'}

' Z]=,exp{U]^ + [(l-8^)/(l-a^)]j;^}

i= 1 I,

Jj =log I exp
m = i i cr

(7)

This is the nested logit model developed by McFadden (1978) with two

levels of nesting: The choice of dwelling is conditional on the choice of

zone and mode, and the choice of mode is conditioned on the choice of

zone. The empirical coefficient S*" is an average measure of the similarity

or correlation of the random utility terms for dwellings given zone and

mode, and ct"" is an average measure of the similarity or correlation of the

random utility terms for travel modes given zone and dwelling. McFadden

(1978) has noted that for the model to be consistent with utility maximiz-

ation, the empirical coefficients and ct"" should obey 0 « S** « ct*" < 1 when

estimated simultaneously with the preference coefficients in Uj'mk, Uf^,

and Uf.
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The supply-side problem is one of landlords' profit maximization: Each

landlord must choose whether to rent the dwelling or whether to keep it

vacant. Suppose that the perceived profit function for the landlord of

dwelling k in zone i is

ni,' = n|f + Cn', n = l,2, (8)

where n = 1 is the "keep vacant" alternative and n = 2 is the "offer for

rent" alternative; Il'n is the part of profit which is a function of observable

attributes, and 4n is the part of profit which is a function of unobserved

(random) attributes. Then if ^'i'' and ^2' are independently and identically

distributed according to the extreme value distribution, profit maximization

Q" = Prob (fl^'' > nf) (9)

yields the binary logit model

= exp (10)
exp n, + exp II2

where Q'"' is the probability that dwelling k in zone i will be offered for rent.

A crucial point is the way in which dwelling rents enter the demand- and

supply-side models. Letting R^, denote the rent of dwelling k in zone i, we
note that this attribute should enter U^mk in the utility function. The profit

functions can be expressed as

^^'' = \R„-\c^ (11)

n'l^^-xc;', (12)

where X. is a scaling factor; C'2 is the observed cost to the landlord of

maintaining an occupied dwelling; and Cf is the observed cost to the

landlord of maintaining a vacant dwelling.

Now suppose that the utility function depends on Xj'kv, v= 1,- -,V,

attributes which vary by zone and dwelling and Xj^^kw, w = l,...,W,

attributes which vary by zone, mode, and dwelling. Let the zonal means of

these attributes be X]'^ and X^^^. Three parts of strict utility can now be

written as

i b^AXl or \ogXt}, (13)
v=l

W
UL= I 3!l{XLw or logXtJ, (14)

w=l

ULk= i 8:;{eL or log dU,
v = l

W
+ H PwiCirnkw or log d imkw}'

(15)
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The zone average of each attribute is allowed to enter Uj" or Uj'ni either

linearly or loglinearly. If the attribute enters linearly, then that attribute's

additive deviation from the mean for dwelling k (ej'kv or ei'mkw) enters Uj^mk

linearly. If the attribute enters loglinearly, then the log of that attribute's

multiplicative deviation from the mean for dwelling k (dll^v or dj^^kw) enters

loglinearly. To give an example of this, we will consider the attribute

Rik + C^'mk, where Rj^ is the rent for dwelling k in zone i and C^mk is the

commuting cost for a type h household choosing (i,m,k). This attribute can

be entered in loglinear form so that log (Ri + Cl'n,) enters U^^ and log dl^^k

enters U^^nk, where d^^i, = (Rj^ + C|'mk)/(R-i + C^m) and where Rj is the zone

average rent and C^^ is the zone average travel cost for mode m and segment

h households. This specification of utility will be employed in the empirical

application of the model.

III. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS, AND STABILITY OF
DWELLING AND SUBMARKET EQUILIBRIA

Equilibrium will be defined at two levels of resolution. At the disaggregate

level an equilibrium is a state in which the expected value of the demand
for a dwelling equals the expected value of the supply of that dwelling by

the landlord. At the level of zones (or submarkets) an equilibrium is a state

in which the expected value of the demand for a zone equals the expected

value of the number of dwellings supplied in that zone. For a disaggregate

equilibrium to be maintained dwelling rents and therefore demand and

supply probabilities must adjust.

The conditions for a dwelling equilibrium to hold are

I N^Pi I Pm/iPk/i. = Q", each (i,k), (16)
h m

which is a system of Si equations in the same number of unknowns Ri^.

The conditions for a submarket equilibrium to hold are

iN'^P^lPl^/iXPk/im-XQ'N (17)
h m k k

or, more simply,

ZN'^Pl' = XQ'\ eachi, (18)
h k

which is a system of I equations in the I unknowns R; [the average zone

rents, given fixed values for the inclusive values Kj'n for each (j,n) and given

a fixed distribution of rents for dwellings within a zone relative to the mean
rent of that zone].

One example of assumptions that are consistent with the above definition

of equilibrium are as follows. Suppose that the rent of dwelling k in zone
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j is Rjk = Rj + Fjk, where Rj is the mean rent of the zone and rj^ is the

deviation of the rent of the kth dweUing from the zone mean such that

Zk=i '"jk
= 0. This assumption allows us to write

n'^ - n;" = \r, - k{C2 - c;") + kt,^. (i9)

Furthermore, if rent enters strict utility linearly, we can write Uj" =

kr Rj + UI", where < 0 is the rent coefficient and Ul" is the remaining

part of zone specific utility, and we can also write Ufmk = hk + Ul'nik,

where U^mk is the remaining part of (i,m,k)—specific utility. Then, the

inclusive values Kl'n, are

Kin, = log Z exp—;—
. (20)

k=l 1-0

Now given fixed values rj^ for each (i,k), one can precompute each K^^

and also each Xth,. One can then enter (18) with these fixed values and

solve for each mean zone rent Rj. The linear specification of rent in the

utility function is not always empirically satisfactory, and loglinear

specifications do not allow the above additive separability of dwelling and

submarket rent.

When one observes only the mean submarket rent and mean submarket

attributes without observing the dwelling rents within the submarket, then

a cruder model is necessary. When this is the case the term Xrj^ can be

included in the random profit terms thus reflecting some aggregation

error. Equation (10) then becomes

exp n, -r exp rij

where Q' is the probability that a random dwelling in submarket i will be

offered for rent and n\ = -kC\, = \Ri - XC'2. On the demand side the

attribute containing the mean submarket rent is included in Ui or Ujni, and

the part containing any deviation from the mean rent is included in the

random part Ei^k- Thus, the demand model will also reflect some aggregation

error which implies Pk/im = 1/Si. The equilibrium conditions (18) for such

an aggregated model can be written as

XN*'Pl'(R) = SiQ'(Ri), eachi, (22)
h

where Pj" is the submarket choice probability with aggregation error and

R = [Ri, R2, . .
. , Ri] is the vector of mean submarket rents.

To examine the existence and uniqueness of an equilibrium satisfying

(22), we first define an equilibrium more precisely.
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Definition: A mean submarket rent vector R* = [Rf Rf • • Rf ] is an

equilibrium vector if it satisfies the conditions

%{R*) = X N'^P^R*) - SiQXRf) = 0
h

and Rf-0f=O for each i,

where "giCR*) is the excess demand function for submarket i and 0f is a

nonnegative slack variable.

The system (23) contains 21 unknowns in 21 equations and rules out

negative rents. The Jacobian matrix of (23) is

where

and

(26)

The above signs follow from dU^JdR, < 0.

A globally unique (and stable) equilibrium satisfying (23) occurs if the

Jacobian matrix $ is such that (— 1)^'|^| > 0. This condition will be satisfied

if $ or its transpose has a negative dominant diagonal (recall |^| = \$'\)-

That the diagonal is negative is seen from (26). For the diagonal of the

transpose to be dominant, we require that D, = |Aji| - |Aji| > 0, where

Aji is the (j, i)th element of the Jacobian. From (25) and (26) we find that

Di = \S,QXl-Q')-l. (27)

Condition (27) may appear restrictive, but a stronger result is obtained

if we assume that all rents R* will be positive (R* > 0 for each i) at

equilibrium. In this case the nonnegativity conditions for Rf can be ignored

and we can prove that equilibrium is unique and stable in any arbitrarily

large neighborhood which does not include R* = 0 for any i. To prove this,

we examine the dominance of the transpose and find it to be

aR;

-201 0

-202

0 -20,

Di = \SiQ'(l - Q') > 0 for each i. (28)
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From these observations we can conclude that if a vector R* is a unique

equilibrium solution to (23) and this vector contains elements all of which

are substantially greater than zero, then shifts in the demand and supply

equations will result in another unique equilibrium as long as these shifts

are not large enough to require that R* = 0 for at least one i.

A rapidly convergent Newton- Raphson type algorithm is used to solve

for the new unique equilibrium. In the empirical application to be described

in the next two sections this algorithm is used to solve 1690 equations

simultaneously.

IV. THE EMPIRICAL MODEL AND ITS ESTIMATION

To estimate an empirically workable model consistent with the previous

section's developments, we use the 1970 housing and transportation census

data for the Chicago SMSA tabulated by { mile by 5 mile small zones. This

data tabulates the travel mode and residential location choices of commuters

by their workplace for each 5 mile by 5 mile residential zone. The Chicago

SMSA is divided into a grid of 4918 such zones. Three thousand and

seventy-three of these zones report some work trips to the 2 mile by 2 mile

Chicago CBD which contains 19 percent of the metropolitan jobs with the

remaining 81 percent thinly distributed throughout the SMSA. Since our

objective is to test CBD-oriented transportation policies, we emphasize the

estimation of a CBD demand model and also estimate an aggregated demand
model which represents the choices of non-CBD commuters grouped across

all non-CBD workplaces. Finally, the demands of some CBD and non-CBD
commuters using certain unusual or minor modes such as walking, bicycling,

or taxi are treated as fixed. The excess demand function for the number of

occupied dwellings in each zone i can be written as

,(R) =
_ Mf _

I' PUR) + N^ 1 PL(R) + Nr 8i - S,Qi(R,), (29)

where R is the vector of zonal average rents; N" and N** are the given

numbers of CBD and non-CBD commuters, respectively, whose choices

are explained; Nf is the number of commuters choosing zone i whose

choices are taken as fixed, and 8; is the ratio of households to commuters

residing in zone i; MJ" and Mf are the number of commuting modes available

to CBD and non-CBD commuters residing in zone i; P'^^ and Pf^ are the

probabilities that a randomly selected CBD and non-CBD commuter will

choose residential zone i and travel mode m given the workplace location

and the average values of utility attributes for that zone; Sj is the number

of dwellings in zone i; and Q; is the probability that a randomly selected

dwelling in zone i will be offered for rent by the landlord of that dwelling.
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The choice probabilities are given as

Pirn — PiPm/i i (30)

where

S.exp[U. + (l-a)I.]

' IjSjexp[Uj + (l-a)Ij] ^
^

U-in
Ij = log I exp-^ (32)

m=l I — (J

exp[Ui^/(l - a)]

Ini:exp[Ui„/(l-a)]'
(33)

which is a special case of (5) to (7) with 8 = 0. In addition, we assume that

zone attributes enter Ui linearly or loglinearly as in ( 1 3 ) with the 8 coefficients

to be estimated. Zone and mode specific attributes enter V,^ linearly or

loglinearly, and the coefficients - a) are to be estimated with 1 - a to

be estimated as the inclusive value coefficient.

The estimation results are obtained by first maximizing the conditional

log-likelihood

log i£ = I log P^/i (t^) , (34)
i,m M - O-/

where Njm is the number of commuters in the estimation sample observed

to choose (i,m). Next, one estimates a and 1 - ct given the estimate of

P/(l — a) by maximizing the marginal log-likelihood

log = I Ni log Pi(d, 1 - a), (35)
i

where Nj is the number of commuters in the estimation sample observed

to choose zone i.

It follows from McFadden (1978) that the above sequential estimation

based on a random sample of zones yields consistent and efficient estimates

of the utility coefficients as long as the specified model is accurate. Since

the data is aggregated, the estimated coefficients will include some aggrega-

tion errors.

The estimation results shown in Table 1 are obtained from a sample of

randomly selected 433 zones. The coefficients of attributes 1 to 10 are in

the conditional part of the model, and those of 11 to 20 in the marginal part.

Attributes 1 to 3 are the traditional mode dummies. The CBD model has

up to four modes available in a zone: auto, bus, commuter rail, transit

(subway or elevated). The non-CBD model has auto and bus. Six percent

ofCBD and 15 percent of non-CBD trips comprise all other modes of travel
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Table 1. Estimated Choice Model Coefficients (t scores in parentheses)*

Utility Attributes CBD (c) Non-CBD (i)

1. Computer rail (CR) dummy -0.845 (23.0)

2. Rapid transit (RT) dummy -1.701 (39.0)

3. Bus dummy -0.636 (12.3) -2.627 (175.0)

4. log (travel time) -2.392 (55.5) -0.910 (25.7)

5. log (travel cost + rent) -1.488 (12.4) -5.461 (42.6)

6. Bus miles/square mile 0.020 (54.4) 0.017 (70.5)

7. Number of RT stations (O-5 mile) 0.294 (20.9)

8. Number of RT stations (5-I mile) 0.134 (9.9)

9. Number of RT stations (1-2 mile) 0.246 (23.2)

10. Number of CR stations (0-1 mile) 0.349 (19.9)

11. log (Housing age) -0.188 (14.0) -0.097 (14.5)

12. log (Income) 1.015 (53.2) -0.117 (8.4)

13. log (Distance) 0.447 (18.4) 0.426 (47.9)

14. log (Angle) -0.006 (23.0)

15. Dl (0-10 miles) 0.490 (19.6) 0.287 (20.2)

16. D2 (10-20 miles) 0.122 (6.0) 0.296 (29.9)

17. D3 (> 25 miles) -0.591 (20.6) 0.132 (12.3)

18. log (rooms) 1.194 (62.0)

19. Inclusive value 0.277 (30.7) 0.045 (15.3)

20. log (supply) 1.000 (-) 1.000 (-)

[log X* - log if"] 16,508 121,129

0.420 0.828

Note:

*The large t scores are due to the large number of trips used to estimate these models. Roughly comparable

t-score values would be obtained if disaggregate information for the same number of trips is used.

to work, and these are treated as fixed for each zone i by inclusion in Nf.

Travel time or cost is measured as the average travel time or cost of CBD
and non-CBD commuters residing in zone i. The zone average rent R, is

the sum of the average annual rent of renter-occupied units plus one-tenth

the average value of owner occupied units. The "bus miles/square mile"

of a zone is a measure of the density of bus service within that zone, and

attributes 7 to 10 measure proximity to rail transit by counting the number

of stations within certain distance intervals from the zone's centroid.

Attribute 11 is the zone average housing age. Attribute 12 is the average

income of a zone's residents as a measure of the zone's prestige or social

status. Attribute 13 is the zone's airline distance from the CBD and 14 is

the zone's counterclockwise displacement in degrees from the North Shore

suburbs. Here Dl, D2, and D3 are dummy variables representing distance

intervals which roughly correspond to the city of Chicago, the inner suburbs,

the outer suburbs, and the exurban areas. Taken together, attributes 13 to
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17 proxy the complex location effects which determine a zone's attractiveness

within the SMSA. Finally, attribute 18 is the zone average number of rooms

in that zone's housing units. Table 1 reports what I consider the most

successful estimations of the CBD and non-CBD models. The t statistics

(in parentheses) are high because of the large number of commuters

(observations) used to estimate the models. Nearly all attributes have correct

signs, reasonable magnitudes, and are significant.

The coefficients of the supply-side model are similarly estimated via

maximum likelihood and are shown in Table 2. Attributes 3 to 5 which

measure the percent of a zone which is occupied by black households, the

percent which is developed, and the percent which is single-family housing,

together with housing age and the attribute "angle" proxy the effect of

—X.(C2 - C,), i.e., the differential average cost of maintaining an occupied

vs. a vacant dwelling in that zone.

The travel cost, travel time, and rent elasticities of demand for the CBD
and non-CBD models are reported in Table 3. These have been calculated

from the 433-zone estimation sample and are in general agreement with

similar elasticities computed from models estimated by others and recently

surveyed by Gomez-Ibanez and Fauth (1980).

Once the coefficients of the utility function are estimated, the choice

models can be used to make predictions for an appropriately defined

simulation zone system. The 4918 zones of the SMSA are aggregated into

1690 simulation zones. Seven hundred and sixty-three of these are | mile

by 5 mile zones within the city of Chicago, and the remaining 927 are 1

mile by 1 mile or larger suburban zones. All the model attributes are

recomputed for the simulation zone system.

The estimated CBD, non-CBD, and supply-side choice models can be

adjusted to the simulation zone system by incrementing each zone and

Table 2. Estimated Coefficients of the

Supply-Side Model (t scores in parentheses)

Profitability Attributes

1. Dummy -0.679 (17.2)

2. Rent (\) 0.00013 (19.5)

3. Percent black -0.347 (32.2)

4. Percent developed 1.084 (55.2)

5. Percent single family 1.718 (109.4)

6. log (Housing Age) 0.471 (48.1)

7. Angle/ 100 0.075 (11.1)

2[log if* - log i£°] 2,268,000

0.740
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Table 3. Elasticities of Estimated

Models

Demand Model

Attribute CBD Non-CBD

Rent -0.314* -0.205

Travel cost -0.246 -0.256

Travel time -1.694 -0.251

Note:

* Elasticity: average percent change in the expected number

of commuters choosing a zone for a 1 percent increase in

the attribute.

mode specific strict utility V^^ by Dj^, where the latter is an alternative

specific dummy which measures the effect of missing attributes in the strict

utility. The values of these Djm's can be adjusted so that predicted and

observed trips are equal for each (i,m) in the 1690-zone simulation data. A
similar adjustment is also performed to the supply-side model so that the

predicted and observed vacancies are equal for each zone. These adjustments

clear the model from any prediction errors and complete the task of model

calibration.

V. POLICY ANALYSIS

Three proposed rail transit projects radially connecting the inner suburbs

of the southwest side of Chicago (see Figure 1) to the CBD are selected

for policy analysis. These projects are the Archer avenue subway, the Gulf

Mobile & Ohio (GM&O) at-grade project, and the Indiana Harbor Belt

(IHB) elevated/ at-grade/ subway project. These projects would cost $497.9

million, $254.3 million, and $511.4 million, respectively. In order to test the

effect of each project on equilibrium housing rents, we first use a transit

access model developed and estimated for Chicago by Sajovec and Tahir

(1976). This model enables us to estimate the average cost of access and

travel time of access from each zone in the southwest corridor to each

station of each project. These access costs and times are combined with the

station-to-CBD times of each station to estimate the average time and cost

of traveling from each zone in the southwest corridor to the CBD. Non-CBD
travel times and costs are scarcely affected by these radial projects and are

assumed to remain unchanged for simplicity. Eighty-nine of the 205 zones

within the southwest corridor do not report any rapid transit trips in 1970.

However, since each of these zones comes within close proximity of the

proposed projects, each is a potential transit ridership zone once one of
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CBD

1. Gulf Mobile & Ohio project (GM & O)

2. Archer Avenue project

3. Indiana Harbor Belt project (IHB)

Chicago City Boundary

—— —Existing Transit Line

• • Proposed Transit Project

a Proposed Transit Station

__ Nonresidential Zone Excluded

KmI from Simulation

Figure 1. Alignment and station locations of the Archer, IHB, and GM&O
proposed rapid transit projects within the Southwest corridor.

Source: Alex Anas, Residential Location Markets and Urban Transportation, Copyright © 1982 Academic

Press. Reprinted with permission.

the projects is built. Thus one must estimate the value of the rapid transit

specific constant (dummy variable) for each of these zones. To do so, we

use the remaining 116 zones within the corridor which report both auto

and transit trips in 1970 and thus have both auto and transit specific constants

(Dia and Di,) and estimate the regression

Dit = -0.344 - 0.823 0;^ , R' = 0.488.

(0.094)( 0.079)

The numbers in parentheses are the standard errors of the regression

constant and its slope coefficient. This estimated regression is used to predict

the unobserved values of the transit constant Djt from the observed values

of the auto constant D,^ for those 89 zones which report auto trips but no

transit trips. These predicted values of the Djt's are then entered into the

CBD utility functions. Through this adjustment the equilibrium model is
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able to generate rapid transit trips from those zones which in the initial

1970 situation do not report any transit trips.

The access times and costs together with the locations of the rapid transit

stations and the rapid transit specific constants are used to update the

demand-model attributes of Table 1. Changes in these attributes disturb

the initial equilibrium, and the Newton-Raphson type algorithm is used to

find the new equilibrium rent vector R = [R, R2 • • • RJ as the unique

solution of the 1690 zone (equation) system. Model choices for CBD and

non-CBD employees, zone occupancy, and vacancy levels are then com-

puted from the equilibrium rent vector. This policy simulation procedure

is applied to each of the Archer, GM&O, and IHB projects shown in Figure

1. An estimate of the total daily ridership on each line is obtained by

multiplying the one-way CBD trips by 4 (a valid rule of thumb for the

Chicago area). From ths figure and other service characteristics the annual

operating cost and feeder bus operating cost of each project is computed

using standard procedures for the Chicago area (see Krueger et al., 1980;

Chicago Transit Authority, 1980). Major results for each of the three projects

are summarized in Table 4. Figure 2 shows the equilibrium annual rent

level and change in annual rent caused by the GM&O project in each of

the zones in the southwest corridor. It is seen that the maximum annual

rent increase is $247, or $21 per month. Zones with the largest increases

are generally located adjacent to the proposed transit stations. As one moves

away from these stations one generally encounters smaller increases, and

substantially far-away rents will decrease, but the maximum decrease in

Figure 2 is only $6 annually, an insignificant amount. As one would expect,

outside the corridor rent decreases are even smaller. The predicted magni-

tudes of these rent changes have very encouraging policy implications. First,

if a value capture policy is to be implemented, then the annualized lump

sum tax to be paid by the average property owner is not large. Second,

where rents decrease, the change is so small as to be negligible: rebates

may be safely avoided. What remains to be examined is whether a value

capture policy would succeed in raising a large part of the total cost of the

rail investment. The answer is in Table 4 which shows that value capture

would raise from 13.9 to 17.8 percent of the total cost of the three projects

and that value capture plus normal fare revenues would raise from 18.1 to

23.2 percent of the total cost. These figures are encouraging if we recall that

they are merely probable lower bounds. If we include the effects of value

capture on commercial floor space and vacant land, if we optimize the

boundary of the corridor (special assessment district), and if we include

the possibility of some land development around transit stations, then we
can expect much higher recovery ratios. Finally, if appropriate gasoline

taxes, rush hour parking taxes, and appropriate fare increases are also

implemented, then the financing of mass transit systems to a substantial
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Gulf Mobile and Ohio (GMBO) project

Figure 2.

Boundary line of the

city of Chicago

New equilibrium zone rents and rent changes for the GM&O
project.

Source: Alex Anas, Residential Location Markets and Urban Transportation, Copyright © 1982 Academic

Press. Reprinted with permission.

degree, via local means, becomes a real possibility in the 1980s. Even though

the suburbanization of population and employment between 1970 and 1980

has somewhat weakened the value capture potential of mass transit, our

simulations, with a roughly updated 1970 data set, show that housing value

capture which raised 17.8 percent of the total cost of the GM&O project

in 1970 can still raise at least 9.7 percent of the total cost in 1980. In all

these calculations we used an interest rate of 15%. Reducing this interest

rate to 10% substantially improves the percentage of cost recovered up to

36% for the GM&O project.

This paper has demonstrated that equilibrium models based on stochastic

choice formulations can be fruitfully used to analyze questions of policy

importance. Conclusions reached with such equilibrium simulations can

differ greatly from conjectures established from crude observations of elas-

ticity measures alone. Ultimately, fundamental questions about the potential

of value capture policy cannot be fully answered with hedonic regression

techniques which estimate housing prices as a function of transit system

characteristics (see Dewees, 1976; Lerman et al., 1977). Thus, this study

complements these previous studies which have demonstrated that transit
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has a statistically significant impact on property values without deriving

full metropolitan equilibrium estimates of these impacts.

Finally, the equilibration framework utilized in this study points the way
for the integration of urban economics, and the theory of land rent in

particular, with mode choice analysis in transportation planning. However,

the discrete choice methodology developed and tested in this paper need

not be confined to transportation systems alone. Other public investments

such as water supply and distribution systems and sewage collection and

treatment systems can also be examined using the same techniques. The

presence and characteristics of these investments influence the locational

choices of households and the decisions of landlords and developers to

determine the use of land or buildings. Thus, appropriate respecification

of demand and supply equations and reestimation of these equations in

various contexts greatly generalizes the techniques which in this paper have

been demonstrated for the case of transportation investment.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Chicago Area Transportation - Land Use Analysis System (CATLAS) is a

dynamic methodology developed to forecast and analyze the impacts of multi-

modal urban transportation improvements and investments on the following:

a. changes in modal splits in travel to work among competing modes such

as auto, commuter rail, rapid transit and bus,

b. changes in housing vacancy rates,

c. changes in housing and land values,

d. changes in the housing stock (new dwellings constructed and old

dwellings demolished),

e. changes in economic measures of benefit such as consumer surplus and

producer surplus and changes in the tax bases of city and suburban

areas.

The above forecasts are determined annually and by small geographic zones

in a metropolitan area. Transportation improvements and investments are

represented by changes in zone to zone travel times and costs computed from

access decisions, station locations, fare structures and other transportation

system data. A central focus of CATLAS is the evaluation of value capture

policy by examining the pecuniary impact of transportation on housing and land

values. These benefits may be capturable by a special assessment tax but mst

figure prominently in benefit-cost calculations even if they are not taxed.

The Chicago application shows that under 1970 conditions, capitalized value

changes are nearly 36-40% of the capital cost of rail rapid transit alter-

natives which have been proposed for Chicago's southwest side. Similar calcu-

lations for bus systems appear to be more promising.

CATLAS complements traditional transportation planning tools by making it

possible to perform integrated benefit-cost analyses of transportation system

changes. Such a capability is lacking in current transportation - land use

packages which are not rooted in the principles of economic science.

i

1



The methodology of CATLAS is transferable to many metropolitan areas

since the transportation system and the census of population and housing data

utilized in CATLAS is commonly available where significant transportation

planning agencies operate.

ii
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NOTE TO THE READER

This report provides a brief overview of CATLAS (The Chicago Area Trans-

portation Land Use Analysis System). Although some technical detail is

included, the discussion is focused on conceptual structure, the empirical

results and the policy applications. Readers interested in more detail can

find it by referring to the book by Anas (1982) and the PhD dissertation by

Duann (1982).
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1 . 1 Policy Perspective and Background

The development of new highway systems in American cities in the postwar

era has contributed to the waves of employment and population decentralization

and to suburban sprawl. These changes in land use have increased the

attractiveness and market prices of suburban real estate relative to central

cities. Partly because of this, the tax bases of central cities have been

gradually reduced, adding to the difficulties of maintaining the aging

infrastructure systems.

A properly chosen transportation system improvement or new investment can

help contain or minimize the adverse effects of a deteriorating central city

economy or even make a contribution toward reversing the decline and creating

economic opportunities in the central cities. To succeed in this way,

transportation policy must be coordinated with land use regulations, with the

creation of enterprise zones and with fiscal planning. If transportation

systems must be trimmed and some disinvestment must take place, this must again

be done in coordination with land use, employment and fiscal policies in order

to minimize any adverse effects on the tax bases of central cities.

The worsening fiscal plight of many cities, the danger of future gasoline

crises and the ongoing cutbacks in Federal subsidies are forcing central city

governments to become increasingly sensitive to the fiscal implications of their

investment-disinvestment options. Local initiative in transportation planning

and especially in transit investment has received the endorsement of the Federal

government.^ During the Carter administration many cities—among them Buffalo,

Houston, Pittsburgh, Honolulu and others--accelerated their plans to build new

rail transit systems. Chicago has built the O'Hare extension and recently

completed a Federally funded study of a fixed rail extension to be built in the

-1-
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southwest corridor/ The change in administration and the announcement of major

cuts in Federal subsidies has not caused plans for rail systems to be shelved,

but rather to be considered more carefully."^

It is well known that following a transportation improvement (or more

generally any infrastructure investment), the prices of real estate near the

improvement will increase due to the increase in accessibility and the quality

of service and the decrease in travel time.^ It has been argued that property

taxes can be appropriately adjusted to tax away part or all of these

increases.^ This should be done by a legally permissible lump sum incremental

tax levied as a one-time special assessment and to be paid by the current owner

in annual increments and the balance in full upon resale of the property, rather

than a change in tax rate. The tax revenues generated can be used to defray

part of the capital cost of the transportation improvement. This concept is

called "value capture". The government can further enhance the taxable portion

of property values by speeding up or stimulating the development of real estate

near the transportation system through zoning and other land use policies. This

concept is called "joint development". The promise of value capture/joint

development policy is that if it is successfully implemented it can help finance

part of the cost of the new transportation system through local means, thus

reducing the burden on the Federal government, which under the Carter

administration was generally agreeable to subsidizing up to 90% of the cost of

major improvements.

1 .2 Development and Scope of CATLAS

There is a gap in our knowledge of how to estimate property value increases

caused by a public investment. Urban economists have developed simplified

mathematical models of long run equilibrium in the urban land and real estate

markets. These models provide a sound theoretical basis for policy analysis but
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are not detailed enough for actual empirical application. On the other hand,

transportation planners place a strong emphasis on empirically estimable models,

but these models focus only on the travel -related attributes and the demand for

travel without properly taking into account the interactions between

transportation, land use and property values through the markets for land and

buildings.^

There is a need for a theoretically sound and empirically estimable dynamic

model which can satisfy the transportation planner's travel demand forecasting

requirements while at the same time predicting the operation of real estate

markets and the adjustment, in property values due to new or improved

transportation systems.

The Chicago Area Transportation/Land Use Analysis System (CATLAS) is such

a model which synthesizes our knowledge of "location rent analysis" from urban

economics with our knowledge of "travel demand analysis" from transportation

planning.^ It is a dynamic model which simulates the market in recursive

periods of one year in length, and for a geographic grid system of 1690 zones

covering the Chicago metropolitan area. The distribution of jobs among the

zones and the characteristics of the transportation system are assumed to be

known in every year. CATLAS generates people's choices of travel mode

(automobile, commuter rail, rail rapid transit, bus, and "other") and their

choice of residential location. Transportation improvements or changes in

parking fees, gas prices, transit fares, etc. change people's decisions of where

they will live and how they will commute there, given where they work.. This is

a demand fide process and it is assumed that people make their decisions

rationally by choosing the most attractive (or utility maximizing) of the

travel-location options available. Because people are different, their choices

differ as well. On the supply side CATLAS simulates profit-maximizing behavior
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on the part of housing owners. Three decisions are simulated. For the owner of

an existing dwelling unit the decision (which recurs every year) is whether to

withdraw the dwelling from 'the market and keep it vacant or whether to supply it

to the market by selling it or renting it out. The decision depends on the

price or rent that the market will bear relative to the differential cost of

maintaining the dwelling when it is occupied versus when it is vacant. Because

owners evaluate these revenues and costs differently, some decide to withdraw

their units while others will supply them. For the owner of vacant land, the

decision is whether to build new housing on that land or whether to postpone

that decision to the next year. If the landowner perceives that bigger profits

can be made by building later, then the decision will be to postpone.

Expectations of future profits will vary among landowners, and the current

prices of dwellings and their occupancy status play an important role in

estimating these expectations. The owner of an old dwelling or buildings faces

a similar decision. If he perceives that demolishing the building and selling

the land is more profitable than continuing to rent it out he will demolish and

sell. Otherwise the decision will be postponed to the next year. Current

occupancy and current rents are again crucial in how expectations are formed.

Building new dwellings and demolishing old ones are major decisions that take

time to implement. In CATLAS it is assumed that there is a one year lag: the

number of new dwellings constructed and old ones demolished in a given year

depend on decisions based on last year's conditions. The demand and supply side

of a real estate market must be in some sort of balance. This balance comes

about as prices and rents adjust in each geographic zone. If, for example, the

demand for a zone's housing exceeds the supply, rents in that zone will increase

in that year, "'his will favorably influence perceived profitabilities and, if

vacant land is available, new housing will be built next year. In CATLAS it is
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assumed that the demand for occupancy in a zone in a given year equals the

number of dwellings supplied for occupancy in that year. Prices and rents

adjust within every year to make this possible. Such a clearing of the market

is a "temporary equilibrium". Changes in outside influences such as travel

characteristics or job locations will shift the system to a new "temporary

equilibrium" next year.

As in any attempt to build a simulation model of the urban economy,

numerous difficulties were encountered during the " development of CATLAS. Many

simplifying assumptions were made to sacrifice theoretical detail and empirical

realism in order to achieve the most that was possible with the available

data. Since CATLAS relies on the data regularly compiled by the decennial U.S.

Census of population and housing, it can be easily transferred and adapted to

any major metropolitan area where detailed information on transportation systems

is available.

With better data and greater computing resources, CATLAS can be extended

and refined to deal with different or more complex situations.^ It is now being

extended by including people's choices of shopping as well as housing location

and also by including commercial and industrial land. It is expected that this

extended version will be applied to Chicago and to Busan City, South Korea's

second largest city, to compare the effects of transit investment on land use

and real estate prices in these two cities. Another plan is to adapt CATLAS to

Stockholm, Sweden, to study the efficiency of rent control and housing allowance

policies in the low-income areas of that city. Finally, although CATLAS is

designed to measure the effect of new or improved transportation systems on

property values and land development, it can be adapted to measure the effects

of any public infrastructure investment on property values.

A precise list of the simulation output of the current version of CATLAS is
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as follows:

(1) the average housing rent in ,each geographic zone in each year,

(2) the number of vacant dwellings in each geographic zone in each year,

(3) the number of commuters choosing each travel mode by geographic zone

of residence and employment,

(4) the number of new dwellings built by zone in each year,

(5) the number of old dwellings demolished by zone in each year,

(6) the price of the vacant land in each zone in each year,

(7) the amount of vacant land in each zone in each year,

(8) the number of dwellings in each zone in each year,

(9) the change in aggregate housing and land rent (or producer surplus)

by year and zone,

(10) the change in "consumer surplus" (a measure of benefits to house-

holds) by year and employment location.

The above can be computed for any change in the travel cost and travel -time

structure of any of the transportation mode networks. The zonal results can be

aggregated for the city of Chicago and the suburbs and for the city and suburban

parts of the southwest corridor.

This report consists of five sections. The next section reviews briefly

the literature relevant to the development of CATLAS. Section three presents

and discusses the mathematical structure of CATLAS and the assumptions from

which this structure is developed. Section four presents the empirical

estimation results for each of the CATLAS submodels, and section five presents

and discusses the results from the application of CATLAS to an analysis of the

impact of three rapid rail projects that were proposed for Chicago's southwest

corridor.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

There are five lines of literature that are relevant to the subject matter

of CATLAS. These are: (a) the theoretical literature on location and land use

in urban economics; (b) empirical studies of the impact of transportation

improvements on property values; (c) travel mode and location choice models,

(d) economic urban simulation models and (e) noneconomic urban simulation

models. The main developments and bibliographic references in each of these

areas are briefly reviewed.

2.1 Theoretical Literature in Urban Economics

The theoretical literature has established a conceptual framework which

facilitates the understanding of various influences on urban economic

development. A large number of articles and books have been written and the

level of sophistication of the literature has increased at a steady pace.

Despite these advances, the crux of the theory remains essentially the same and

has been developed in the earliest works of Mohring and Harwitz (1962), Alonso

(1964), Mills (1967), Muth (1969), Beckmann (1969). The basic argument of this

literature is that part of consumers' savings in travel cost (and travel time)

are capitalized into land and property values. Although travel costs are

explicitly treated in this literature, travel time savings are not considered

explicitly, but it is understood that the same results apply to travel times as

well. Extensions of the urban economist's models have been applied to the

problem of land allocation to roads in the presence of congestion in traffic to

confirm Vickrey's assertion (1965) that congestion tolls must be levied to

achieve a socially optimal land-in-roads configuration. Well known in this area

are the articles by Strotz (1965), Mills and Deferranti (1971), Solow and

Vickrey (1971), Mills (1972) and Solow (1972 ). In all of these urban economic
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models the interest is in the relationship between uniform improvements in unit

transportation costs and the aggregate value of land. Wheaton (1974) showed

that an improvement in unit transportation costs in a city where all workers

commute to the center, will increase the aggregate value of urban land while

also improving the utility level or consumer surplus of the households as long

as the city's total population remained unchanged by the transportation

investment. Economists have been concerned with the question of whether changes

in land values caused by a project are a reflection of the total benefits of

that project. Addressing this question, Lind (1973) showed that in general the

change in the value of land did not equal the total benefits, unless, due to

special circumstances, land rents rise to eliminate all of the benefits or

consumer surplus created by the project. Later, Pines and Weiss (1976) showed

that utility benefits and land rent changes caused by a project can disagree

even in sign. Arnott and Stiglitz (1981) reexamined the case of transportation

improvements in a city where all workers commuted to the center and showed that

iile a transportation improvement decreased the travel cost per unit distance,

the aggregate travel cost might increase, remain the same, or decrease,

depending on the magnitude of the induced demand for land development caused by

the cost improvement. They also showed that aggregate land rent may likewise

rise, remain unchanged or fall. All of these theoretical analyses fail to

separate travel time and travel cost improvemenis and deal only with

hypothetical simple cases in which only uniform travel cost improvements

occur. Even in such cases the relationship between aggregate rents and travel

costs is complicated and does not yield any simple quantitative rules of thumb.

2 .2 Empirical Studies of the Impact of Transportation Improvements on

Property Values

In the empirical literature the focus is not on whether aggregate rent will
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increase or fall, or on how to measure benefits, but rather on how to measure

the magnitude of changes in land or other real estate values following the

transportation improvement. These studies generally agree that the improvement

would increase values nearby.

The earlier studies are descriptive. They do not perform rigorous

statistical analysis but rely on crude observation and monitoring in impact and

control areas before and after transportation improvements. This method has

been used to document the impacts of rapid transit (Spengler, 1930; Davis,

1965), expressways (Adkins, 1959; Lemly, 1959; Golden, 1968), interchange

development (Ashley, 1965) and interstate highways (Wootan and Haning, 1960) on

property values.

The more recent work uses statistical analysis. These can be grouped

into: (a) those studies dealing with the impact of a major transportation

facility prior to, during or shortly after its implementation, and (b) those

focusing on the effects of facilities which have been in existence for some

time. The best examples of the first kind are the study of the Lindenwold-

Camden-Philadelphia line by Mudge (1972) and Boyce and Allen (1972), of a rapid

transit line in Toronto by Dewees (1976) and of the Washington, D.C. METRO by

Lerman et al., (1977). The findings of these studies hinge on the judicious

application of multivariate regression analysis making substantial improvement

on the descriptive studies. Although these studies claim to have established

evidence of a positive effect on real estate prices, their findings include

distortions due to the influence of transit on expectations and the observed

effects may bear no relation to stabilized equilibrium prices. Less important

are studies by Carroll et al., (1958), and Brigham (1964) who examined road and

highway networks and Downing (1973) who examined bus routes. Some of these

studies deal with facilities which have been in existence for some time.
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A major shortcoming of all these studies is that they are exclusively

focused on specific transportation facilities. Each tends to deal with a single

or several selected "''acilities rather than attempt a region-wide or city-wide

cross-sectional study of the effects of multimodal transportation systems. As

a result, their findings are difficult to generalize and are biased by the

peculiar conditions that may surround the studied facilities. The reason for

this limitation is either a lack of city-wide data or the special interest in a

specific facility, or both. All of these studies deal with price changes in

statistical samples of real estate parcels and not with price changes in the

aggregate.

2 .3 Travel Mode and Location Choice Analysis

Since Warner's pioneering analysis of commuters' choices between auto and

transit (1962), there has been a growing interest in forecasting how a

population of commi'ters will be distributed among alternative travel modes. A

related problem of how travelers choose trip destinations, and in particular

their residential locations, has also received attention. The power of mode

choice analyse has increased since the contributions of (McFadden (1973) and

Domencich and McFadden (1975). Transportation planners can now analyze mode

choices by drawing on the standard techniques of multinomial logit, nested logit

and multinomial probit models. Logit and nested logit models have also been

applied to the choice of residential location and the joint choice of travel

mode and residential location. Articles reporting on such applications are by

Anas (1975), Quigley (1976), Lerman (1977), McFadden (1978) and Anas (1981,

1982). In these studies housing rents enter the decision making process of

households in their choice of residential location. The emphasis is on how to

use the observed choices by households to estimate their preferences for

location and travel. The resulting models predict choices of location and
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travel mode but not the aggregate behavior of housing prices in response to

travel improvements. A purpose of CATLAS is to integrate the techniques of

travel and location choice analysis into a framework for simulating aggregate

adjustments in lana and housing prices.

2 .4 Economic Urban Simulation Models

The theoretical literature of urban economics has led to the development of

large scale computational models intended for realistic policy application.

These models simulate the clearing and equilibration of the market for land and

buildings for a system of geographic zones. The earliest such model is the

linear programming formulation of Herbert and Stevens (1960) who deal with the

market allocation of housing to land and of households to housing. Linear pro-

gramming is also used by Mills (1972) who examines the interdependent allocation

of employment and housing in urban space. This model has been extended by

Hartwick and Hartwick (1974 ) and by Kim (1979) who introduce more realism by

dealing with the location of intermediate production industries and subway

systems respect'' vely. Mills's approach is intended to study the efficient allo-

cation of land uses and as such it may not produce realistic predictions.

Because of its stringent data requirements, it has not been possible to empiri-

cally apply either this model or one of its extensions.

There are two economic urban simulation models which have been empirically

applied to policy questions concerning the housing market. These are the Urban

Institute Model (UIM) (see de Leeuw and Struyk, 1975) and the National Bureau of

Economic Research (NBER) model (see Ingram et al., 1972 and Kain et al., 1976).

The former model treats the housing market in highly aggregated form and deals

with ten-year changes in housing quality and household location within a metro-

politan area. The building industry and government regulation are explicit in

the model. The model is based on a well developed theory of housing market
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behavior and includes a number of innovative ideas. Weaknesses of the model are

(1) its highly aggregated form which makes it inapplicable to situations requir-

ing detail, (2) the fact that it can be statistically estimated only with rather

crude aggregated data and (3) that the numerical algorithm it uses may not

always be able to find a solution.

The NBER model is the most comprehensive urban simulation model devel-

oped. Unfortunately, it is not a very workable rrlodel because it cannot be

consistently estimated since all of the data it requires is not available for

the same metropolitan area. Some of its submodels are descriptive in nature and

are not rooted in theory. The assignment of households to housing units follows

a disequilibrium process rather than being rooted in well established market

clearing procedures.

Both the DIM and NBER models have been applied to testing the effects of

giving rent allowances to low income households. Although the models produce

qualitative predictions expected from theory, the quantitative predictions may

be less valid because of the data problems in estimating these models. Neither

model has been applied to transportation policy analysis.

2.5 Noneconomic Urban Simulation Models

There is a number of urban simulation models developed to deal with

questions of urban location and transportation/land use interactions, without

drawing on the body of economic theory available to analyze these problems.

These developments begin with Lowry's model (1964) and are extended in Goldner's

Projective Land Use Model (PLUM) (1964) and more recently in Putman's

Disaggregated Residential Allocation Model (DRAM) and Integrated Transportation

Land Use Package (ITLUP) (1974). These models have an interesting approach to

modeling the complex nonlinear interactions between employment, housing and

transportation, but they do so without dealing with the economics that drive and
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underlie these processes. As a result, the models are physical ist in the sense

that they can forecast population, employment and travel but without forecasting

prices, rents, wages and other relevant economic variables. Ignoring these

variables makes it difficult to interpret the forecasts and leads to

inconsistent results. This family of models is unable to examine fiscal and

financial impacts and to do cost benefit analysis of transportation projects in

a way which takes into account their impacts on the land and housing markets.

2,6 How CATLAS Relates to the Literature

CATLAS is an economic urban simulation model primarily intended for testing

the effects of transportation policies on housing and land values, on

residential land development and on mode choice patterns. It can deal with any

transportation policy which changes travel times and costs in any of several

travel modes. CATLAS can be estimated in its entirety using widely available

data and rigorous econometric procedures. CATLAS has well behaved solution

properties and computes equilibrium allocations of households to dwellings.

CATLAS can be viewed as a synthesis of the land rent and land use models

developed by urban economists following Alonso (1964) with the travel and

location choice models developed by transportation planners following McFadden

(1973). Thus, it is a tool for simultaneously doing travel demand and land rent

analysis. Using CATLAS one can evaluate the direct benefits to the users of the

transportation system, the indirect benefits to nonusers, and the fiscal

benefits due to changes in rent. Thus, CATLAS provides an alternative to the

noneconomic urban simulation models which do not have such capabilities and

which are not estimated using rigorous econometric techniques, but by means of

ad hoc and sometimes partly subjective goodness-of-f i t procedures.
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3. THE STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF CATLAS

The purpose of this section is to present the basic mathematical structure

and properties of CATLAS without going into a great deal of detail where such

detail can be found in the literature dealing with the various techniques

incorporated into CATLAS (see Anas, 1982; Duann, 1982).

3.1 Overall Recursive-Dynamic Structure

CATLAS consists of a number of equations to be solved simultaneously for

each year in a simulation, while some of the variables entering these equations

are adjusted recursively by being linked to the solution of the previous time

period. Using general functional notation, the model's equations can be written

as follows, where t = 1... T denotes the simulation year, i = 1... I the

residential zones covering the metropolitan area and h = 1... H the categories

of employment location (or zones of employment) and m = l...Mj the number of

modes available in zone i:

H M-

E Z 6^-P-^ (rSx^S yJ, a^) = S^Q^(R^,X^^ i) ; i
=

h=l m=l

(1)

S^ = S^"^+ C^'^-D^"''; i = (2)

C^:V= (-— )Q-(rJs\ s = 1...Z; X^^"\ r, y); i = L-.I.
'^i

^t-1 ^t-1 ^d,,t-l t-1 , -St-l . . .

D =0 Q.(R. ,s=a....Z; X , r,6); i
=

1 1 1 is 1

(3)

(4)
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t-1 t-2 t-2 t-2
0|

^= 0]^
^-

Dj^ ^+
i

=

R^-l=
Rf-^+ e(s - {X^J-^= X^J-^); 1 = 1...I,

X?^=f,(X^^-^); i =1...I,

—St —St-1
X- = f2(X-^ '); i = 1...I.

The equations in (1) are the crux of the model and are solved simul-

taneously for every simulation year t to obtain the values of the rent vector

R^= [ Rj ,
R^,..., Rj ] where R^ is the average rent of the housing units in

zone i during year t.-'-^ is the number of commuters employed in location h

at time t, 6^ is zone i's ratio of households to commuters and the number of

h e
housing units in zone i at time t. The functions P- (•) and Q.(») are the

demand and supply side choice functions.
'^im^*^

represents a commuter's choice

of residential zone i and travel mode m for the journey from work to home as a

function of the rents, R^ , of all the residential zones, a vector

-Ot
X describing characteristics of the residential zones, another vector

describing travel related characteristics of the zones for travel mode m and

employment location h and a vector of coefficients to be estimated.

P^i^(*) is the average probability with which a commuter employed at h will

choose zone i and mode m, or the expected proportion of commuters employed in h

choosing zone i and mode m. The function Q^(') is the probability that the
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average dwelling in zone i will be offered for rent by the owner given the

t —St
ongoing average rent R^. , a vector of the zone's characteristics X^. relevant

to the supply side, and 0 a vector of coefficients to be estimated. Q^(0

also the expected proportion of the available dwellings which will be

offered for rent, 1 - Q^(») being the expected proportion to remain vacant.

Equation (1) states that expected demand equals expected supply in each of the i

= 1...I zones and in each simulation year t = 1...T. It has been proven in Anas

(1982) that given Nj^, 6^., I^^
, , , and q the system of equations can

be solved for a unique and stable equilibrium rent vector R^'' which clears the

market in that year t. The second set of equations states that the number of

dwellings in year t-1 increases by the expected number of new dwellings

constructed, C^, less the number of old dwellings demolished, , during that

year. Equations (3) give the expected number of dwellings to be built in year

t-1 in zone i: L^"''" is the quantity of vacant land available in zone i and g^

the amount of land per dwelling allowable in zone i due to zoning regulations,

(L|'"'''/g^ ) being the potential new dwellings that can be accommodated in zone

i. Q^{0 is the expected proportion of these potential dwellings that will be

built in year t-1. This function is derived from the developer's profitability

decision. It depends on the stream of annual rents per dwelling expected to

accrue over the dwelling's lifetime Z, on the vector of supply side charac-

—St-1 —
teristics X , the market interest rate r and ^ vector of coefficients to

be estimated. Equations (4) estimate the number of demolitions, D^"''', in year

t-1. This is the number of old (over thirty years) dwellings, 0^ \ eligible

for demolition multiplied by the expected proportion to be demolished Q^(«).

This expected proportion is a function of the stream of annual rentals that can

be obtained from the average old dwelling in zone i over its remaining lifetime,

—St-1
the vector of supply side characteristics X , the interest rate r and a
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vector of coefficients to be estimated, 5 . The age of the average old

dwelling in the zone is a^ ^. Equations (5) update the amount of vacant land

in a zone by accounting for -and taken up by new constructions and land released

by demolitions. Equations (6) adjust the number of dwellings eligible for

t-2
demolition by adding, A^. the number of dwellings aging into the over thirty

t-2
years category and thus becoming eligible for demolition. is calculated

from a simple cohort-survival model for housing for each zone. Equation (7)

shows how the average rent of dwellings s years old can be computed by making a

linear adjustment to the average rent of zone i. This is done by estimating a

depreciation coefficient e and multiplying this by s - or s - X^^

where ^^\~^ ~ ^^\~^ o'*' average dwelling in zone i at time t-1

(in other words, the age of the average dwelling may be considered to be the

first element in the vectors X^^ ^and X^^ ^). Finally equations (8) and (9)

adjust the values of some of the variables in these vectors. The changes in the

age of the average dwelling is one of these adjustments.

Having discussed the overall simultaneous/recursive structure of CATLAS we

can now turn to a more detailed discussion of the four behavioral submodels.

u

These are (a) the demand submodel or the choice functions P. (•), (b) the
1 m

occupancy submodel or the offer function (•). (c) the new housing con-

struction submodel or the function Q-(«), (d) the old housing demolition sub-

model or the function Q^(«). These submodels are discussed in the following

three subsections. A unifying aspect of these four models is that they are all

derived as multinomial logit models consistent with utility or profit maximi-

zation. The special form of multinomial logit models allows computational

convenience while preserving theoretical integrity.

A flow chart of the model's simultaneous/recursive structure is shown in

Fi gure 3.1.
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3.2 The Demand Submodel

The choice problem of a commuter with a given workplace h, is to determine

the geographic zone of residence location i, the mode of commuting m, and the

exact dwelling k within zone i. It is assumed that commuters have nearly per-

fect knowledge of all choices (i, m, k) available to them. In particular all

zones (i = 1 ...I), all available commuting modes in each zone (m = 1 ... M^-
)

,

and each dwelling in a zone (k = 1 ... Sj) are assumed to be possible choices

for each commut3r.

The attractiveness (or utility) of an alternative (i , m, k) for the average

commuter employed in workplace h is given as,

0*? = U*? + U*^ + , + , (10)imk 1 im imk imk ^ '

This equation states that attractiveness consists of four additively separable

parts. The first part, measures the part of attractiveness due to char-

acteristics which vary by zone. These would be characteristics such as shopping

availability, school quality and access, crime rates, various public services,

distances to major metropolitan points etc. The second part U^.^ is the part of

attractiveness due to characteristics which vary by zone and mode of commut-

ing. These would be characteristics such as travel time and travel cost from h

to i by mode m, availability of parking at transit stations etc. The third

part U^.^j^^ includes the part of attractiveness which varies by zone i, mode m and

dwelling k. These would be things like the chracteri sti cs of the house (number

of rooms, floor and yard space, rent etc.). In many cases when these character-

istics are not observed for each dwelling but are known in the data as zone

averages they will be included in U. or combined with other characteristics

in . In fact in the Chicago data used for CATLAS all the characteristics are
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U

observed as averages for i or (i , m). Thus u"^|^ = 0 and it is as if all

dwellings within the same zone are identical. The fourth part of attract-

iveness e^^^j^ is a random variable due to unknown (unobserved) characteristics

including things like pe-rsonal preference differences, random effects and errors

in measuren^ent. The probability that a commuter employed in h will choose (i,

m, k) is given as,

=
"ins- ^ 'J- * (")

The specific form of (11) depends on what is assumed about the random

terms, We follow the assumption that these error terms are correlated

within zones (i.e. for different m and k within each i) but uncorrelated for

different zones. Under this assumption the probability ^^^^ can be computed as

the computationally tractable nested multinomial logit model. First, because

utility is additively separable we can write the probability as,

= . P^, . . pj', . (12)
1 mk 1 m h k h m ^

'

Here '^i^.j-j^'is the conditional probability that the commuter will choose dwelling

k, given that zone i and mode m have been chosen. P ,.is the conditional
' ^ m

1

1

probability that the commuter will choose mode m given that zone i has been

chosen and is the marginal probability that zone i will be chosen. These

probabilities are of the form

(13)
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h
J

h

= EXPCuJh- (1 - a^)lj] / Z EXP[U^ (1 - a?)I^] .

'

' ''j —^J J '•J

(15)

= LOG EXP(U^^) , (16)

= cJ LOG(R. + ) + ^ 7^
, a5 < 0

, (17)
jm ^ ^ J jm' 3 jm' 2 ' ^ '

U
h ->i

j
^ °4 J

nP. . (18)

Equation (13) states that dwellings within a zone are equally likely to be

chosen (because the data is not detailed enough to discriminate among them).

Equation (14) states that the probability of choosing a mode m given the choice

of zone is a multinomial logit model and thus depends on the relative attract-

iveness of the modes keeping zone characteristics constant. A property of this

model is that the ratio of the probabilities of choosing modes m and n is simply

P ^./P ^. = EXP(U.^ - U.^) . (19)mh n h ' im in ^
'

Equation (15) is the marginal zone choice probability and this is a nested logit

model adjusted for zone size measured by the number of dwellings. The zone
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choice probability is a function of the zone's attractiveness plus a combined

measure of the attractiveness measures of the modes in that zone. This is

necessary because commuters consider the modes available in a zone as well as

the attractiveness of the zone when they choose a zone. The combined measure of

the zone's mode attractiveness (called an "inclusive value") is given by

equation (16) and is in fact the logarithm of the denominator of the mode choice

h h
model (14). The coefficients and a-|^ are among the other a's to be estimated

statistically. The values of both of these coefficients should be found to be

between zero and one. Their meaning is as follows: ctl is the measure of the
' 0

similarity of dwellings in the same zone with respect to their unobserved attri-

butes. If is close to zero this implies dwellings within the same zone are

nearly identical in unobserved attributes. At the other extreme if is close

to one, dwellings within the zone are nearly uncorrelated (dissimilar) in their

u

unobserved attributes. The meaning of a-^ is similar. If it is nearly one then

the different modes are almost identical in their unobserved attributes, whereas

if it is nearly zero then the modes are nearly uncorrelated in their unobserved

attributes, Equations (17) and (18) specify the attractiveness functions as

h ^ ^
linear in the coefficients a2 ana , to be estimated together with

Oq, a^. Equation (17) states that the attractiveness of a zone-mode combi-

nation is a function of the average zone rent plus average travel cost for the

mode and also a function of other zone characteristics, Y. , which include

travel tine, distances to stations etc. (or the logarithms of such variables).

Multiplying (14) and (15) we can compute a joint probability P^.^ . This is

the probability of choosing zone i and mode m given workplace h and it is this

probability which is used as an expected proportion in equation (1) to compute

the demand for zone i. Since all the zones are interconnected through the logit

models a change in the attractiveness of a zone or the modes in that zone will
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have repercussions in the demand of all the other zones. For example, if the

travel time of a mode (such as auto) for a zone improves, the probability of

choosing that zone will increase (because it becomes more attractive) while the

probability of choosing any other zone will decrease even though these decreases

may be very smal 1

.

Clearly all of the above equations can be evaluated for each year t as the

variables change. However, for simplicity I have suppressed the year subscript

t from the notation.

3.3 The Occupancy or Existing Housing Supply Submodel

This submodel explains the choices of the owners of dwellings in the short

run. The owner of an existing dwelling must decide whether to offer the dwell-

ing for rent in that year or whether to withhold it until next year. The deci-

sion is based on profitability. Suppose that the average dwelling is offered

for rent. Then it will yield a profit

"il = "i - "il * ^11 •
(20)

If it is kept vacant the loss is

11^2 = -^2 * '12 •
(21)

Here R-,- is the average rent in zone i, f^^i is the cost of maintaining the

average dwelling if it is occupied and the cost of maintaining the average

dwelling if it is vacant, and e^.^, e.^ are random measurement errors due to

unobserved variables. Maintenance costs for occupied dwellings will be higher

if tha costs of repairs due to occupants exceed the costs of vandalism, neglect

etc. for vacant dwellings. These will depend on the type and location of the
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dwelling's neighborhood. The differential profit is,

"il - "12 = Ri - ^•2) ' ^i2 •
(22)

The differential maintenance cost is not directly available in the data but

since it depends on neighborhood (i.e. zone) characteristics it can be made a

function of these characteristics. Thus

n=i

where there are n = 1 . . . N supply side zone characteristics and the B^'s are

the coefficients to be estimated. The probability that the average dwelling

will be offered for rent can now be computed as,

Q| = Prob.Cn.^ > n.2] . (24)

The simplest model consistent with (24) is the binary logit model. In this case

this is.

«i= "-^n •
(")

n=l

where is the probability that the average dv/elling will be offered for rent

and 1 - the probability that it will be kept vacant. The coefficients to be

estimated are and 6^ . . ., Q^. The expected sign of 3^ is positive since,

if the going market rent increases, the probability of offering the dwelling
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for rent should also inc^edse because the profitability of occupancy increases.

The probability Q| Is used as an expected proportion to compute the supply in

equation ( 1 :

.

3.4 The Housing Stock Adjustment Submodels

Housing stock adjustments occur yearly, but only the creation of new dwell-

ings on vacant land and the demolition of old dwellings are considered. Both of

these decisions depend cruciaVly on the "present value of profits" (PVP) that

can be derived from a dwelling over its remaining lifetime. Suppose that the

average dwelling lasts Z years and let the age of the average dwelling in zone i

be a^-. Then the present value of profits that accrue from rental decisions from

now (time t) until Z can be computed as,

M (R.^- M.! )Q^^ + (-M^, )(1 - g^^)
^ IS lis IS i2s is

(PVP) = z .-22 Lii_L2 Lt2
. (26)

^ ^ (1 + r)
'

The numerator measures the "expected annual profit anticipated in the current

year t for the year when the dwelling is s years old." Q?^ is the probability

that the dwelling will be rented when it is s years old, computed from the occu-

pancy submodel. In the denominator, r is the market interest rate.

Now consider the owner of some vacant land parcel on which a dwelling can

be constructed in zone i. This will be a new dwelling and thus s wi 1 1 run from

one to Z in eqi^ation (26). Let K^^ be the cost of constructing the dwelling,

then the profit from construction will be,
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where J^^ is the resale value of the constructed dwelling Z years from now and

K^-^ is the current cost of constructing the dwelling, e^^ being a random error

term. If the land is kept vacant the profits will be equal to the land's price

with the present value of all future taxes and other expenses to be incurred on

the land capitalized into the price. Thus,

where V^^ is the land price, e^^ being a random error term.

The present valua of profits in equation (27) can be rewritten as

Z Q^^ Z (M^„ - M^, )Q^^ - M^o

s=l (1+r)^"^ s=l (1+r)^"^

where the first summation is the "present value of lifetime expected revenue"

abbreviated as (PVR)^^]^. Differential profits can now be written as.

"ict- "lot ' (^™)til ^
S Vin ^ ^it- =U '30'

n=i

where the summation stands for the second summation in (29) plus V^-^ which

cannot be independently observed in the data. Thus these quantities are made a

St
function of the supply side variables X.^ and , n=l. . . N are coefficients to

be estimated. Under these assumptions the probability that a vacant land parcel

will be developed can be derived as a binary logit model of the form.
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N
,St-

EXPEy (PVR)^.,+ Z y ^ 1

1 - expCy,(pvr),.i^ z y,x^^]
n=i

(31)

This probability is entered as an expected proportion into equation (3).

The case of demolishing an old dwelling involves a similar reasoning. In

this case the present value of profits from the dwelling's remaining future plus

the demolition cost must be smaller than the present value of profits that can

be derived from the vacant land which is created. In this case the probability

of demolishing the average old dwelling in zone i is given by the binary logit

model

of =
^-

N • '22)

n=l

where (PVR)^^- is the "present value of revenue over the remaining lifetime of

the average old dwelling in zone i". The 6's are coefficients to be estimated.

3 , 5 Market Clearing Equilibrium at Each Year

As discussed before, the crux of the model is given by the simultaneous

equations (1) which are solved for the market clearing rent vector

*• t t t
R = [R^ , R2 , . . . , Rj ] at each year t. For convenience, these equations are

rewritten as

H M^.

Z N^^ Z 6iP5^(R! C^^ T^^ a^^) = S^Q^(R^, X"^^ ?) . (33)
h=l m=l

The vectors C^*^, T^^, and Y^*^ contain the travel cost, travel time and other

transportation system characteristics (such as station locations, parking
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availability, etc.). Graphically, the equilibrium of demand and supply

expressed by equations (33) is shown in figure 3.2. Changes in the trans-

portation system will shift the demand function of all the zones either to the

right or to the left depending on whether the zone is made more or less

attractive by the change. Excess demands are observed in the zones where the

demand function shifts to the right and excess supply where the function shifts

to the left. The initial rents will increase in the zones where the demand

function shiftr. to the right (the case of figure 3.2) and will decrease* in the

zones where the demand function shifts to the left. When the initial rents

change, further shifts in the demand functions of all the zones will occur.

These will cause further rent changes and the process will continue until it

converges to an equilibrium. It is proven in Anas (1982) that equations (33)

yield a uniquf^ equilibrium solution except possibly in the very unusual case

when the rent of one or more zones are zero. This case should not be

encountered in a meaningful empirical application and is thus not troublesome.

It is also proven that the unique equilibrium is globally stable except for very

large shifts in rents. Stability in this context means that if some rents are

changed so that the system moves out of equilibrium it will return to it.

Anas (1982) also discusses a computational algorithm for 1ng the system

of equations and finding the equilibrium zone rents. This 'gorithm is the one

used in CATLAS to obtain the results to be reported in section 5.

3.6 Measures of Economic Benefit: Consumer and Producer Surplus

There are two kinds of economic benefit associated with transportation

system changes that impact the housing and land markets. The first, consumer

surpi us , measures the benefit which accrues to households or commuters. This

includes the direct benefit from changes in travel times and costs and also any

benefit or disbenefit due to changes in rent induced by the initial changes in
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REMT, R,-

Supply: dwellings offered

for rent

Long run supply path

D^"*"^, demand: dwellings
^ demanded for rental

0^ : occupied stock

total stock

DEMAND, SUPPLY

Figure 3.2: The equilibrium of the demand and the supply for dwellings and

the determination of vacancies and rents in a zone i due to

changes in the transportation system, which shift the demand

function for the zone.

RLNT

i Supply

consumer
surplus

producer
surplus

Demand

( Note : In CATLAS consumer

surplus includes effect of

travel costs, times and

rents.

)

DEM-^ND, SUPPLY

Figure 3.3 : Consumer Surplus and Producer Surplus Measures of Economic

Benefit at Equilibrium
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travel time and cost. The second, producer surplus , measures the profit after

all maintenance costs accruing to the owners of dwellings. From economics (see

Mishan (I960)), the producer surplus is a quasi-rent on the land occupied by

dwellings and in a competitive land market is fully extractable as land rent by

the landowners. Thus, producer surplus accrues to landowners who in general are

not the same people as the households or commuters. It has been shown by Small

and Rosen (1980) that when demand is measured by a logit type equation then con-

sumer surplus is the area between the price paid and the demand function. Simi-

larly producer surplus is the area below the price paid and above the supply

function. In the case of multinomial logit models consumer surplus and producer

surplus are easy to compute as shown in the article by Small and Rosen (1980).

t h
For example, the consumer surplus accruing to the commuters of the h workplace

is the denomirrator of equation (15):

I
^

(sSRPLUs!h) -
.f,

^^^^^5 ' - ,1,
'''^''-^^ ^''^

The producer surplus accruing to the supply side, to housing owners in zone i

is:

The consumer surplus measure is measured in units of utility and takes into

account changes in travel cost, travel time, other utility attributes and rent

simultaneously and not just rent as shown in the example of Figure 3.3.

Another measure of benefit is the aggregate rent level seen to be the area

R*0* in figure 3.3. An increase in the sum of these areas over the appropriate

zones represents an increase in the tax base of the relevant municipality
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(central city or suburb), and is thus a fiscal benefit measure. As we shall see

in section five, a special assessment tax can be used to capture all of such an

increase using the revenues toward the capital cost of the transportation

improvement that caused the increase.

3.7 Steady State Behavior of CATLAS

An important aspect of dynamic tools such as CATLAS is their behavior at

steady state. CATLAS produces changes in the housing stock and in the renfof

each zone as well as in the age distribution of the housing stock by zone. If

the inputs remain constant over time, then the annual predictions of CATLAS will

converge to a long run steady state. In the long run the number of vacancies in

each zone will be reduced to zero as excess dwellings which remain vacant year

after year will become demolished. All other variables determined within the

model will either converge to steady state values or will cycle around a steady

state value (i.e. will converge to a limit cycle). Empirical illustrations of

such behavior are provided in section five.
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4. EMPIRICAL ESTIMATION

In this section we briefly discuss the data and how it was used to estimate

the four submodels of CATLAS. The estimation results for these submodels are

then presented and discussed.

4 .1 Data, Sampling and Estimation

The demand and supply side submodels of CATLAS can be empirically cali-

brated using the "U.S. Census of Population and Housing. In the Chicago appli-

cation, the 1970 Census results were used because these were the most recent

available. These data have been tabulated to a system of 4918 square zones of

1/2 mile by 1/2 mile covering the Chicago metropolitan area. Each zone of this

grid system is called a quartersection. Transportation and travel character-

istics data are available for the same zones and were obtained from the Chicago

Area Transportation Study (CATS). The CATS data is aggregated to the traffic

zone level which consists of one mile by one mile square zones in the city and

larger zones in the suburbs. This zone system is shown in figure 4.1. A 2 mile

by 2 mile area centered on Madison and State Streets is taken to be the Central

Business District or CBD. This area Includes the "Loop", Chicago's traditional

business center but is more than tnree times in area and contains 19% of all the

jobs in the metropolitan region.

The census data includes information on the housing, population and employ-

ment characteristics of each quartersection and on the number of commuters

traveling from each quartersection to each other quartersection by each avail-

able mode. The CATS travel data contains information on travel times and costs

of travel by each mode and on the location of transit stations and bus lines.

These data are sufficient for the estimation of all the submodels. Because

quartersections are small, models estimated from such data yield statistically

accurate results with only slight aggregation error as explained in Anas (1981).
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To estimate the submodels of CATLAS a random sample of 433 zones or nearly

9% of the total number of zones was selected and used. Maximum likelihood for

aggregated data is the technique used to estimate these models.

4 .2 Estimation of Demand Submodels

The demand submodels discussed in section 3.2 and consisting of equations

(13) - (18) have been estimated for two workplace categories (h = 1,2). The

first workplace (h = 1) is the two mile by two mile CBD and the second (h = 2)

is all other employment dispersed throughout the rest of the Chicago SMSA

(hereafter non-CBD). This dispersed "workplace" is represented by the average

travel time and cost by each mode from each residential zone to all other em-

ployment zones excluding the CBD, This employment classification into CBD and

non-CBD is appropriate only because CATLAS has been used to examine the impact

of radial rail transit lines serving the CBD. These lines have almost all of

their effects on CBD employment and these effects are quite insensitive to gross

variations in dispersed non-CBD employment. Thus the above two-way classifi-

cation goes a long way toward capturing the essential aspects of rail transit

investment.

The actual modal choices of CBD and non-CBD commuters are shown in table

4.1. The CBD multinomial logit model is estimated with four modes of travel

(auto, com.nuter rail, rapid transit and bus). The non-CBD model is estimated

with two nodes of travel (auto and bus). Al trips by other modes for CBD and

non-CBD are treated as fixed in number for each residential zone and are added

in as a constant to the left hand side of (1).

Table 4.2 lists the explanatory characteristics entered into the models,

the value of each coefficient estimated and the t-statistic associated with that

coefficient.

The housing supply coefficient, ci], is forced to equal one and the inclus-

/
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Location of Workplace

Travel Modes Inside CBD Outside CBD Mode Totals

Auto driver 129,995 (29%) 1 ,184,372 (61%) 1 ,314,367 (55%)

Auto passenger 28,251 { e%) 230,598 (12%) 258,849 (11%)

Commuter rail 77,908 [U /oj 26,665 ( 1%) 104,573 ( 4%)

Rapid transit 83,092 (18%) 38,849 ( 2%) 121 ,941 ( 5%)

Bus 108,400 i?A%) 232,109 (12%) 340,509 (14%)

Other 26,050 ( 6%) 231 ,373 (12%) 257,423 (11%)

Total 453,696 (19%) 1 ,943,966 (81%) 2,397,662

TABLE 4.1 : Mode Choices of Chicago SMSA Commuters in 1970



Explanatory
Characteristics
in Utility Function

Estimated Coefficient
CBD Model Non^BD Model

1. Housing supply a =
0

1.000

( - )

1.000

{ - )

2. Inclusive value 1 - ai = ' 0.723
(30.7)

0.955
(15.3)

3. Commuter rail (CR) dummy a2 = -.846

(23.0)

4. Rapid transit (RT) dummy -1.701

(39.0)

5. Bus dummy a(+ = -0.636

(12.3)

-2.627

(175.0)

6. Log (Travel time) ^5 = -2.392

(55.5)

-0.910
(25.7)

7. Log (Travel cost + rent) 0^6
= -1.488

(12.4)

-5.461

(42.6)

8. Bus miles/square mile ay = 0.020
(54.4)

0.017
(70.5)

9. RT stations within 0-0.5 miles as = 0.294
(20.9)

-

10. RT stations within 0.5-1 miles ag = 0.134
(9.9)

-

11. RT stations within 1-2 miles 0.246
(23.2)

-

12. CR stations within 0-1 miles aii = 0.349

(19.9)
-

13. Log (Housing age) "12 = -0.188

(14.0)

-0.097

(14.5)

14. Log (Zone income) "13 = 1.015

(53.2)

-0.117

(8.4)

15. Log (Distance to the CBD) ai4 = 0.447
(18.4)

0.426
(47.9)

16. Log (Angle from Lake Michigan) ^15= 0.001*

(0.08)

-0.206

(23.0)

17. Dl (0-10 miles) "16 = 0.490
(19.6)

0.287

(20.2)

18. D2 (10-20 miles) ai 7= 0.122

(6.0)

0.296

(29.9)

19. D3 ( > 25 miles) -0.591

(20.6)

0.132
(12.3)

20. Log (Rooms) 1.194

(62.0)
2

p 0.420 0.828

TABLE 4.2: Estimated coefficients and t-statistics of the CBD and non-CBD

multinomial logit demand functions.
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ive value coefficient in equation (15) is obtained to be between 0 and 1 as

expected. Coefficients 3 through 10 are associated with the Y variables in mode

choice shown in equation (17). Of these 3, 4, and 5 are mode dummy variables

obtaining the value 1 for the relevant mode and the value 0 for other modes.

The key characteristics are "travel time", "travel cost" and "rent". Charac-

teristic 8 is the density of bus routes in a zone and 9-12 are the number of

rapid transit and commuter rail stations within the indicated distance of a

zone's center. Characteristics 11-18 are zonal averages which enter the zone

-0
utility given by equation (18). These are the X variables. They are the

average housing age in the zone, the average income of zone residents in 1970 as

a proxy of the zone's social prestige, the zone's distance to the CBD and the

zone's angular displacement from the North Lake Michigan shore, and three zero-

one dummy variables indicating the zone's location in four rings around the CBD

(the "central city ring", of 0-10 miles, the "inner suburban ring" of 10-20

miles, the "outer suburban ring" of 20-25 miles and the "exurban ring" of 25+

miles). Finally the number of rooms in the average zonal dwelling are useful in

explaining non-CBD choices and is entered into that model. All coefficients

have the expected sign and are significant statistically with the exception of

number 16 in the CBD model.

These characteristics, 13-20, have been selected after extensive and

carerul specification tests. Given the lack of data on the quality of schools,

environmental amenities, shopping opportunities and the socioeconomic mix of

nei ghoorhoods, it was necessary to use these proxy variables to capture a sense

of locational amenities in the Chicago SMSA. Clearly, it is possible to compile

better data and reestimate these models with direct (rather than proxy) vari-

ables. However, in the present study this is not necessary since these charac-

teristics remain constant in the forecasting stage. Furthermore, the elasti-
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cities with respect to "travel cost", "travel time" and "rent", the three policy

variables, are behaviorally valid as will be seen in subsection 4.4.

4 .3 Estimation of Occupancy and Stock Adjustment Submodels

The occupancy, new housing construction and old housing demolition

submodels discussed in section 3 have been estimated and the results are shown

in table 4.3. Here PVRj^^yj is the present value of the revenue expected to

accrue to" a new dwelling and PVRolo the present value of the revenue expected to

accrue to an old dwelling over its remaining lifetime. Characteristics 4-16 are

either dummy variables or zonal average measures proxying the cost sides of the

occupancy, construction, and demolition decisions as explained in section 3.

The occupancy and new construction submodels are estimated from the zonal data

using maximum likelihood with the number of occupied units in each zone and the

number of newly constructed units between 1969-1970 in each zone being known

from the census. The number of dwellings demolished is not known by zone since

it is not surveyed in the census. For this reason, the demolition submodel is

estimated using a cruder method. The number of dwellings demolished in the

entire Chicago SMSA in the 1960's is used to determine a crude annual metropoli-

tan demolition rate. The model coefficients are then adjusted by trial and

error to achieve a good fit to this aggregate demolition rate. For this reason

standard errors (and t-statistics ) cannot be computed for the demolition

submodel

.

4 .4 Demand- and Supply-Side Elasticities

An important use of the estimated demand and supply side models is that

they can be used to compute key elasticities. These elasticities give a sense

of the model's responsiveness to changes in the key explanatory variables. The

key variables in the demand submodels are "rent", "travel time" and "travel

cost". It is these variables that are changed by a specific transportation



Explanatory
Characteristics

Estimated Coefficients
Occupancy New Construction Demolition

( 0's) ( Y's) (5 's)

1 . Annual rent 0.000131

(19.5)

2. PVR
NEW

3. PVRqld

4. Rental dummy

5. Build dummy

6. Don't demolisii dummy

7. City location dummy

8. Distance to CBD

9. Angle

10. Rooms

11 . Housing age

12. log{Housing age)

13. % Black Households

14. % Developed land

15. % Single family housing

16. Zonal income

0.679
(17.2)

0.00131

(19.9)

0.516
(53.0)

•0.00347

(32.2)

0.0119
(61.1)

0.0181

(119.1)

0.00001018
(12.95)

2.214

(62.88)

0,6162
(34.35)

0.09660
(137.2)

0.003345
(35.51)

•0.007379

(30.94)

0.0119

(61.1)

0.00003756
(21.7)

0.00002135
(-)

4.595
(-)

0.03853
(-)

0.001892
(-)

0.1135
(-)

0.0146
(-)

0.002736
(-)

0.01137
(-)

0.00010326
(-)

0.981 0.835

Table 4.3 : Estimated coefficients and t-statistics of the occupancy, new housing

construction and old housing demolition submodels.
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policy. These elasticities are computed as the weighted averages of the zone

elasticities evaluated with the data from which the models are estimated.

The demand side elaiticities are as follows:

Rent : A 1% increase in the rent of the average zone (keeping the rents of

the other zones constant) results in a 0.3% decrease in the demand of CBD

commuters for that zone and in a 0.2% decrease in the demand of non-CBD

commuters.

Travel cost : A 1% increas in the travel cost to the average zone (keeping

the costs of the other zones constant) results in a 0.25% decrease in the demand

of CBD and non-CBD commuters for that zone.

Travel time : A 1% increase in the travel time to the average zone (keeping

the times of other zones constant) results in a 1.7% decrease in the demand of

CBD commuters to that zone and in a 0.25% decrease in the demand of non-CBD

commuters to that zone.

Details on the computation of these elasticities can be found in Anas

(1982). All of these elasticity estimates are very consistent with the findings

by other scholars reported in the literature.

In the late sixties it was wrongly believed that the rent (or price)

elasticity of housing demand was minus one (Muth, 1969). Since then better

estimates have been confirmed many times. For example, Hanushek and Quigley

(1980) used data from the Housing Allowance Demand Experiment and found that the

price elasticity was -0.4. Friedman and Weinberg (1981) used the same data and

found -0.2. Mayo (1981) reviewed the literature and concluded that the

elasticity was well below minus one.

Gomez-Ibanez and Fauth (1980) after transfering the work of Charles River

Associates Inc. (1976), Atherton Suhrbier and Jessiman (1975) and Train (1976)

to Boston found travel cost elasticities ranging from -0.12 to -2.69, in-vehicle
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time elasticities ranging from -0.36 to -1.77 and out-of-vehicle elasticities

ranging from -0.23 to -2.7.

The supply side elasticities computed from the occupancy and new housing

construction submodels are as follows:

Vacancies : A 1% increase in a zone's average rent results in a 0.24%

decrease in the number of dwellings kept vacant by the owners in that zone.

New construction : A 1% increase in the average zone's rent results in a

0.29% increase in the zone's housing stock in one year.

These estimates are consistent with those of deLeeuw and Ekanem (1971),

Ozanne and Struyk (1978) and Smith (1976) which have been compared and

reconciled in a recent article by Rydell (1982).
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5. SIMULATIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

In this section we present and discuss nhe simulation results obtained from

the application of CATLAS to evaluate rapid transit projects proposed for the

Southwest side of Chicago. The results are rich in policy implications

regarding transit financing and these are discussed in this section.

5.1 Simulation Data and Assumptions

For the purposes of performing equilibrium simulations with CATLAS the

zones of the Chicago SMSA are aggregated to the 1690 traffic zones as shown in

figure 5.1. The same figure also shows the boundary of the Southwest corridor

expected tc be impacted in a major way by the proposed transit projects. Figure

5.2 shows the alignment of existing commuter rail and rapid transit lines within

the corridor and also the alignment of three alternative proposed rail lines:

the Archer Avenue subway, the Gulf Mobile and Ohio right-of-way project and the

Indiana Harbor Belt right-of-way project. The last two projects would be built

on the rights-of-way of freight railroads known by the same name.

Introduction of any one of these rail projects would change the zone-to-CBD

transit travel times and costs of the zones within the Southwest corridor. To

compute these new times and costs we need to take into account the changed costs

of access to the new rapid transit stations. This was done by adopting an

access mode choice model developed for the Chicago area by Sajovec and Tahir

(1976). This model allows access to stations by walking, bus and automobile.

The access costs and times computed from this model are added to the station-to-

CBD line haul times and the minimum time route is then computed for each zone.

The costs and times of these zones are then entered into the demand model for

the CBD, replacing the times and costs existing prior to the new project.

In the policy simulations to be reported, it is assumed that the new
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A

CORRIDOR

(68 zones)

A'

Figure 5.1 : The 1690 Zone System Used for Policy Simulations

with CATLAS.
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transit projects will influence the decisions of CBD commuters only. Since in

reality the transit project will draw trips from other employment locations as

well, its impact on housing values and land use will be larger than that pre-

dicted in these simulations. In fact these results should be taken as lower

bounds of the impact of the transit lines.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the 1970 aggregate descriptive data for the Chicago

SMSA and Southwest corridor respectively. The construction costs of the three

rail projects were computed using detailed project descriptions and the unit

costs from Permut and Zimring (1975) and Krueger et al . (1980). In 1970 dol-

lars, the GMO project would cost $120.4 million, the Archer subway $235.5

million ad the IHB project $249.1 million respectively.

5.2 Simulation Results and Transit Finance Implications

Two kinds of simulations are performed using CATLAS. The first of these is

a static simulation in which the housing stock in each zone is held fixed at its

1970 level. This simply means that the housing stock adjustment submodels are

removed from the recursive structure and the model deals ony with the allocation

of households to dwellings by employing the demand and occupancy submodels. The

second type of simulation uses the full recursive structure to simulate changes

in the housing stock over time. For certain purposes the static simulations

provide sufficient insight into certain basic results. Thus the results of

these simulations will be presented first.

5.2.1 Static Simulations

Table 5.3 shows the effects of the three projects on aggregate rent

changes, mode patronage (or demand) changes for CBD and non-CBD commuters and

changes in consumer surplus. These can be looked at for the entire SMSA and for

the Southwest corridor and by city and suburb in each case. The projects have

the following effects: they increase the attractiveness or utility of central
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city zones by reducing transit travel times and costs and by extending such

service to where it was not previously available. These effects are concen-

trated in the central city because most of the zones served by the project are

central city zones. The effect is to attract some households to relocate from

the suburbs to the city thus raising city rents while reducing suburban rents.

Aggregate metropolitan rents are reduced because the movement of households is

from the higher rent suburbs to the lower rent central cities. When we look

into the Southwest corridor we see that aggregate rents increase in both the

city and suburban parts of the corridor, A zone by zone view of these rent

changes are shown in figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 for the three projects. These

projects decrease aggregate metropolitan rents by 0.051 - 0.060% but increase

rents within the corridor by 1.48% - 1.89% which amounts to $6.4 - $8.2 million

annually. Rent changes outside the Southwest corridor are extremely small in

magnitude (amounting to several dollars per dwelling annually at most) and can

be ignored from a taxation viewpoint. If the special assessment district is

defined to coincide with the boundary of the corridor and an incremental special

assessment tax is implemented within this corridor taxing away the increases

from the dwellings which appreciate in value and giving rebates to dwellings

which decline in value, the incremental revenue collected in this way amounts to

$6.4 - $8.2 million annually.

A few words are needed about the exact form of the incremental tax. It

should be assessed as a lump sum one- time tax using an appropriate interest

rate to discojnt the annual rent increments over the lifetime of the project.

The lump sum obtained in this way represents the net increase in housing value.

The owner of the housing unit should be given the option to pay this all in one

time or in annual "mi ni -mortgage payments" over a period of time. If the house

is sold in the meantime, all of the remaining tax-debt would be due at the time
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of the sale and taken out of the owner's sales revenues. Such a procedure has

two desirable characteristics. First, as long as the interest rate used in

discounting is acceptable to housing owners, the incremental tax is Pareto

preferred: it does not make housing owners worse off relative to their well-

being before the investment because all of the increased property value created

by the transit improvement is taxed away. Second, the lump sum tax does not

distort housing values because it is paid entirely by the current owner and not

by a future buyer. Therefore future buyers have no incentive to reduce their

bids on the property. If instead of a lump sum tax, one were to raise the

property tax rate following the transit improvement, then housing values would

decline somewhat. Of course, an adjustment in the tax rate would be inapprop-

riate for other rearons as well. The tax rate must be uniform within a muni-

cipality and cannot be confined to a special corridor, whereas special

assessment increments are legally permissible subject to public hearings and

court approval, and can be set by zone or individual dwelling.

How big is the tax burden of such a special assessment on the housing

owners in the corridor? The maximum zonal average rent increases are $247, $235

and $235 per year from Figures 5.3-5.5 respectively, or about $20 per month. In

the vast majority of zones, rent increases are a lot lower. The average rent

increase per dwelling in the corridor is just under $25 per year for the 6M&0

project. These figures show that the tax burden on the average housing owner is

small and thus a special assessment policy is not likely to encounter major

political opposition if it is carefully explained to the public and if the

potential for rent increases is carefully documented. We also see that where

rents decrecse the decreases are negligible and thus if no rebates are given to

such housing owners there will be no political opposition.

The next question of policy interest is "what percentage of the capital
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cost of these transit lines can be captured via the incremental tax method?"

The answer depends crucially on what interest rate is used in discounting the

annual tax revenues. Moody's Bond Survey Record gave a Ba rating to the Chicago

Transit Authority in 1970. Bonds issued in 1970 with a Ba rating generally paid

10% interest. Using this interest rate the project capital costs are annualized

over a 35-year horizon and the annual operating costs are computed using a

procedure of the Chicago Transit Authority (1980). Table 5.4 lists the various

cost recovery ratios for the three projects. Fare revenues raise 19.8% to 24.4%

of the operating cost whereas value capture (special assessment) taxation raises

27.7% to 36.1% of the capital cost. Together, fares and taxes raise 24.9% to

30.6% of the total annual cost.

5.2.2 Dynamic Simulations

The purpose of the dynamic simulations is to determine whether the policy

implications of the static simulations hold up or are substantially altered by

the introduction of the stock adjustment submodels. The results obtained from

the dynamic simulations depend crucially on what assumptions are made regarding

the increase of employment (and population) for the Chicago SMSA. The results

are also sensitive to year-by-year changes in the input variables. Neither the

input changes nor the employment levels can be forecast with any 'ertainty, thus

whatever answers are obtained from the dynamic simulations must be taken with

some reservation and should be examined for qualitative and gross quantitative

insi ghts.

Because the time path of the input variables is uncertain, one approach to

dynamic simulation is to keep these constant over time. If this is done, then

the housing stock adjustment submodels will forecast the redistribution and

ageing-renewal of a fixed total housing stock.

The following assumptions were employed:
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!) The aggregate number of households and commuters is determined within

the model by assuming that the aggregate housing vacancy rate will stay at the

1970 level and the number of households will adjust year by year according to

changes in the housing stock.

2) All other input variables remain at their 1970 levels.

3) The distribution of jobs between the CBD and the non-CBD locations

maintain their 1970 proportions.

We believe these assumptions to be the most prudent given our limitations

in forecasting the future paths of the input variables .

Given the above assumptions, we performed a twenty-year simulation (i.e.

from 1970-1990)without introducing any changes in the transportation system

(this is called a baseline simulation or base run ) and a twenty-year simulation

in which the GM&O project is introduced (this is called a policy simulation or

policy run )

.

The results of these baseline and policy simulations are shown in tables

5.5-5.8 for both the entire SMSA and for the Southwest corridor.

The aggregate rent changes and other fluctuations are caused by two fact-

ors. The first is the change in total housing stock and the second the housing

redistribution among the zones. For the SMSA results (table 5.5) the aggregate

rent changes are larger than the housing stock changes in the first several

years because the new housing constructed in the suburbs is more valuable and

there are fewer housing units remaining in the city due to demolitions. Fol-

lowing the construction of new housing units, the available vacant land is

reduced; thus fewer housing units can be constructed. In the meantime, as the

old housing units age, more of them will be demolished. Beginning with the

ninth year, the housing stock begins to decrease. When the pace of population

increase starts to slow down, owners find that it is more difficult to rent or
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sell dwellings and demand lower rents. This explains the decrease of aggregate

rents in the later years. Th? results for the Southwest corridor (table 5.6)

are similar to the SMSA results, but because the average housing age is higher

and the available vacant land is less than in the SMSA, the housing stock within

the corridor begins to decrease from the first year and so do the aggregate

rents

.

The results of the 6M&0 policy simulation are shown in tables 5.7 and 5.8

which document the difference between the policy simulation and the corres-

ponding baseline simulation. The most notable result is that the transit

project has a very small net influence on the housing stock changes. In other

respects the results are similar to the static simulations.

Two other policies were also simulated. In one of these the GM&O project

is introduced and it is assumed that CBD parking fees double. In the second, it

is assumed that the price of gasoline doubles. The estimated cost and cost

recovery ratios are shown in table 5.9. In obtaining these figures, it was

assumed that the incremental special assessment tax would be levied on vacant

land as well as on housing units. It can be seen that the aggregate land value

change in the Southwest corridor due to the project is quite small because less

than 8% of the available vacant land is within the corridor. The cost recovery

ratios are quite close to thoze of the static simulations.

We conclude from these results that the value capture policy is worth

pursuing because it can defray about 40% of the capital cost of the proposed

project (an amount higher than the 36% obtained from the static simulations).

5.3 Caveats and Conclusions

Any large scale simulation analysis is not an exact science and is subject

to numerous sources of error and bias. Most of these are inherent in the data

and in the mathematical form and assumptions of the analysis. Such sources of

i
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error and bias are unavoidable. The best one can do is to gain an intuition for

the magnitudes of these errors and biases by performing extensive sensitivity

testing on the various aspects of the analysis system including the estimated

coefficients and elasticities. Such sensitivity tests were performed and have

been reported in Anas (1982) and Duann (1982). Despite the fact that results

can change substantially if some coefficients are doubled or tripled or if some

data has not been accurately measured, little reason exists to doubt the basic

conclusions. For example, some sources of error would tend to raise the percent

of value captured from the 40% which was estimated to 50% while others may lower

it to 30%. The overall effect of the various sources of error remains uncertain

but within reasonable margins. In the final analysis we remain confident in the

general approach ^nd method used because we cannot identify any systematic

sources of bias that weaken our conclusions.

There are several strong qualitative arguments that the total impact of

transit on property values is stronger than that estimated in our application.

This means that our quantitative results may be better viewed as lower bounds.

We know, for example, that if CATLAS is extended to deal with nonwork trips as

well as with work trips, then the impacts of transit on housing values will be

higher because travel cost and time savings in nonwork travel will be

capitalized into housing values. Similarly, if the non-CBD workplaces are

identified by exact location rather than lumped together into one category,

there will be additional gains in work travel translated into housing price

increases. Finally, if we include commercial and industrial properties into the

analysis, we will find that these too, and especially commercial floor space,

appreciates in value substantially. Thus 40% of capital cost captured from

within the Southwest corridor can be substantially higher if these omitted

interactions are included within the model.
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Another caveat is that the value capture cost recovery ratio of bus systems

is surely higher than that for rail. This does not necessarily occur because

bus systems have a stronger impact on housing values, but because the rolling

stock cost of bus systems is much lower than the construction and rolling stock

cost of rail systems. Thus, it should not be surprising if a similar analysis

were to yield a cost recovery ratio for bus systems of 100% or higher. Such a

result is not very useful, however, because it is the finance of rapid rail

systems, and particularly of their capital cost, that poses the major challenge

in the years ahead. It is abundantly clear that these costs cannot be covered

out of the farebox if reasonable levels of ridership are to be maintained.

Incremental special assessment taxes on real estate appear to be a promising way

of financing a significant part of the capital costs of rail systems.
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FOOTNOTES

See Federal Register (1976), "Major Urban Mass Transportation Investments",

Vol. 41, No. 185, September 22; Federal Register (1978), "Policy Toward

Rail Transit", Vol. 43, No. 45, March 7; Federal Register (1979), "Urban

Initiatives Program: Guidelines", Vol. 44, No. 70, April 10, all of the

Department of Transportation, Urban Mass Transportation Administration,

Washington, D.C. See also Committee Print 96-7 (1979), "Urban Rail Tran-

sit: How Can Its Development and Growth Shaping Potential Be Realized?",

Subcommittee on the City of the Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban

Affairs, U.S. House of Representatives, 96th Congress, First Session, U.S.

Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

Krueger, C, Heramb, C, Kunze, B. and Gallery, M. (1980), "Southwest

Transit Study, Phase I Report: Preliminary Alternatives Analysis", City of

Chicago, Department of Public Works, Bureau of Transportation Planning and

Programming and "Southwest Transity Study: Draft Environmental Impact

Statement" (1982), City of Chicago, Department of Public Works and Urban

Mass Transportation Administration, Washington, D.C.

Indeed, planners' beliefs in rail systems is surprising considering the poor

economic and financial performance of BART (the Bay Area Rapid Transit)

system in terms of ridership and impact on land use and property values. A

careful analysis of BART's problems has been written by Webber (1976): "The

BART Experience: What Have We Learned?" Proponents of rail systems in other

cities would agree that BART's failure can be attributed to its unique

characteristics and the unusual features of the Bay Area.
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4. This literature is reviewed in section 2.

5. See Sharpe, C. (1974), "A Value Capture Policy, Volumes I-IV", Technical

Report TST- 75-8^-85, United States Department of Transportation, Washington,

D.C. Also see Hagman, D. and Misczynski, D. (eds.) (1978), "Windfalls for

Wipeouts: Land Value Capture and- Compensation", American Society of Planning

Officials, Chicago, Illinois.

6. Economic models are reviewed in section 2.

7. Travel demand and related models are reviewed in section 2.

8. Other urban simulation models are reviewed in section 2.

9. CATLAS is currently operational on Northwestern University's CDC 6600.

10. This everage zonal rent is defined as R^= f^r^ + (1 - f^ ) V^/10, where f^is

the proportion of the zone's occupied dwellings which are renter occupied in

year t, r^ the annual rental and V^ the value of the owner occupied

dwellings. Values are divided by ten to annualize them following a rule of

thumb due to Shelton (1968) widely used by urban economists.
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